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Evaluation of reliability performance in every power system has to be done within a cost–benefit
framework. This approach, however, is a very time consuming task, especially for systems that contain
a large number of possible configurations, so simpler techniques referred to the calculation of reliability
indices are used. In small autonomous power systems (SAPSs), such an evaluation uses mainly
deterministic criteria. This approach, however, cannot be applied in SAPS that contain only renewable
energy sources, due to the intermittent nature of the provided energy. In this paper, a complete reliability
cost and worth analysis is implemented for these systems, combined with the calculation of some basic
probabilistic indices, in order to discover their performance and propose the appropriate of them as
a criterion of optimal system configuration. This paper proposes that normalized energy reliability
indices as system minutes and energy index of unavailability can be used as adequate criteria of system’s
optimal performance. This conclusion is validated through a large number of sensitivity analysis studies
that are based on different maximum annual loads and different mix of load types.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The basic function of a modern electric power system is to
provide an adequate electrical supply to its customers as
economically as possible and with a reasonable level of reliability
[1]. Normally, system reliability increases with investment cost.
Moreover, the customer damage cost decreases as the reliability
level increases [2]. Reliability evaluation is crucial in small auton-
omous power systems (SAPSs), as they present some unique
characteristics that are related with their distance from the
electrical grid and the small amount of load that they have to serve.

Generally, there are three methods of supplying energy in rural
areas: grid extension, use of fossil fuel generators, and hybrid power
systems with renewable energy sources (RESs) [3]. In isolated or
remote areas, the first two methods can be too expensive. Grid
electrification is costing upwards 3000$ per connection [4], while
the cost of fossil fuel delivery in these areas may be greater than the
cost of the fuel itself. The use of decision support systems aims the
multidimensional decision-making process regarding the choice of
RES for energy supply in isolated regions [5].

RES can often be used as a primary source of energy in such
systems, as they are usually present in geographically remote and
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demographically sparse areas. Moreover, RES is delivered to the site
by nature, at no cost. However, since renewable technologies are
dependent on a resource that is not dispatchable, there is an impact
on the reliability of the electric energy of the system, which has to
be considered. The basic way to solve this problem is to use storage
as a type of energy-balancing medium [6]. In SAPS, either battery or
flywheel storage can be used.

The fact that the cost of RES technologies (especially wind
energy) has been significantly reduced recently, combined with the
subsidy provided in many countries, makes their installation and
operation very popular and attractive nowadays. This creates
a need for developing comprehensive techniques that can be used
to evaluate the economics involved [7] and the reliability of power
supply that can be achieved from the utilization of these energy
sources.

There are three basic approaches used in the reliability evaluation
of power systems: (a) deterministic techniques, (b) probabilistic
methods and (c) Monte Carlo simulation. Deterministic techniques
are the basic criteria in SAPS, but they have the disadvantage that
they did not recognize inherent uncertainties that have serious
impact on reliability performance, such as random components’
failure and customer load demands [8]. The basic deterministic
criteria in SAPS are fixed capacity reserve margins, the loss of the
largest unit and combinations of the two [9]. These criteria, however,
cannot be applied in a system that contains only RES, since the
capacity of such a system varies continuously with local atmospheric
conditions and is not a fixed deterministic value. Probabilistic
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Table 1
Alternative cases of renewable resources

Case Description

Case 1 Original wind and solar data of Kythnos island for year 2002.
Case 2 10% Increase on hourly solar energy and 10% increase on wind speed

of Case 1 (þ33% wind energy in comparison with Case 1).
Case 3 10% Decrease on hourly solar energy and 10% decrease on wind speed

of Case 1 (�27% wind energy in comparison with Case 1).

Table 3
Periods of supplementary residential load in composite type

Period description Days Hours

New year’s week vacation 1–7 1–168
Easter vacation (mid-April) 99–112 2353–2688
Summer vacation (June–September) 148–273 3529–6552
Christmas vacation 358–365 8569–8760
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methods overcome the problems of deterministic techniques, but
they cannot completely recognize the chronological variation of
intermittent sources such us wind speed and solar energy. These
factors can be incorporated using the Monte Carlo simulation, which,
however, increases significantly the computation time.

In order to evaluate the performance of a power system,
probabilistic indices criteria are often used to determine the
accepted adequacy criterion of the system. However, this criterion
should be determined from a reliability cost and worth analysis or
from planning experience [10].

Reliability evaluation of power systems with RES has attracted
the interest of researchers worldwide. The impact of acceptable
reliability level on a stand-alone photovoltaic system energy
balance is examined in Ref. [11] and the conclusion is that
a remarkable initial cost reduction is encountered as system
reliability value drops from 100% to 95%. In Ref. [12], a complete
study, from reliability point of view, is presented in order to
determine the impact of interconnecting photovoltaic/wind system
into utility grid. In Ref. [13], a methodology for reliability analysis of
stand-alone proton exchange membrane fuel cell power plants is
developed based on Markov model. Reliability improvement of
isolated generation systems by photovoltaic ac fusion converters is
studied in Ref. [14].

This paper proposes a reliability and cost evaluation method-
ology for SAPS that contain only RES. An extensive reliability cost
and worth analysis has been applied for various load types that
contain three possible renewable resource cases: normal (based on
actual data), optimistic and pessimistic. For each case, five basic
reliability probabilistic indices have been estimated, combined
with a cost index of unsupplied energy. Then an inspection of the
performance of these indices has been accomplished as measures
of minimum system’s overall cost, in order to use the appropriate of
them as a direct criterion of evaluating system’s optimum config-
uration, and bypass the time consuming stage of thorough
inspection of these indices on a large number of feasible configu-
rations. Finally, a comparison of resulted costs has been done.

The paper is organised as follows. Proposed methodology and
considerations that have been made are presented in Section 2.
Section 3 provides a brief description of the examined system. The
obtained results and a wide sensitivity analysis are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Proposed methodology

The components of the studied SAPS contain a combination of ac
wind turbines (WTs), photovoltaics (PVs) and battery storage. A
converter that contains inverter and rectifier is also considered, so
an optimum management of system’s power flow can be achieved.
The analysis refers only to generation facilities and neglects
Table 2
CDF values ($/kW)

Interruption duration

User sector 1 h 4 h 8 h
Agricultural 0.649 2.064 4.120
Residential 0.482 4.914 15.690
impacts from the transmission and distribution system. Moreover,
no forced outage rate for any device of the system has been taken
into account, in order to focus on the interruptions driven by the
incapability of the system to meet the load demand.

For the calculation of system’s overall reliability, an annual
hourly simulation (8760 h) has been made, taking into account the
renewable resources, the hourly load curve and the characteristics
of the battery. More specifically, solar and wind resources were
taken from measurements on Kythnos island for the year 2002.
The hourly load curve follows the chronological load shape of the
IEEE-RTS [15], while three different load types have been consid-
ered that will be described in Section 3. For each load type,
a sensitivity analysis on the value of wind and solar resource has
been made, as presented in Table 1. Finally, the capacity curve and
lifetime curve of the battery have been considered during the
simulation.

A variety of probabilistic indices can be calculated, in order to
evaluate the performance of a power system in a reliability
framework. The two basic probabilistic indices used are the loss of
load expectation (LOLE) and the loss of energy expectation (LOEE).
LOLE is defined as the average number of hours for which the load
is expected to exceed the available capacity. On an annual basis,
LOLE can be expressed mathematically as

LOLE ¼
X8760

i¼1

toutageðiÞ (1)

where toutage(i) is equal to 1 for the case that the load in hour i is
greater than the generating capacity plus the battery storage level
and 0 otherwise. LOEE is defined as the expected energy (in kWh)
that will not be supplied when the load exceeds the available
generation, and can be expressed as

LOEE ¼
X8760

i¼1

eunservedðiÞ (2)

where eunserved(i) is the energy not supplied in the hour i of the year.
However, the actual benefits of a power system’s operation can only
be assessed by conducting relevant cost and reliability studies. It is
therefore important to determine the optimal reliability level
at which the reliability investment achieves the best results in
reducing the customer damage costs due to power supply
interruptions. This approach can be expressed mathematically as

Minimize : total cost ¼ investment cost

þ customer damage cost ð3Þ

For the calculation of the expected customer damage cost, the
customer damage functions (CDFs) have been used [16]. The CDF is
Table 4
SAPS component characteristics

Component Minimum size Cost ($) O&M ($/yr) Lifetime

WT 30 kW (rated) 60 000 400 20 Years
PV 1 kW 6000 0 20 Years
Battery 4� 7.6 kWh 4000 40 4� 10 500 kWh
Converter 2 kW 2500 0 20 Years
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Fig. 1. IEAR curves for residential systems.

Table 6
Optimal configuration reliability indices for agricultural system

Case EIU (%) SM LOLE DOI (h/int) ENSI (kWh/int)

Case 1 0.48 1544 98 2.45 12.87
Case 2 0.40 1287 90 2.37 11.29
Case 3 0.49 1571 123 2.80 11.90
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an index (expressed in $/kW) that depends on the type of user and
the interruption duration. There is a small number of published
studies that contain interruption cost data. Refs. [17] and [18]
contain data for the power utilities of Canada and United Kingdom,
respectively. Similar studies in Greece [19] have shown coincidence
with the Canadian results. The values of CDFs, limited for the type
of users that considered in our study, are presented in Table 2.
Interruption costs for durations different than the values shown in
Table 2 were estimated using the same slope of the straight line
joining the two nearest duration values of Table 2.

In the case of multiple customer types that belong to the same
service area, each sector CDF can be aggregated in order to produce
the composite customer damage function (CCDF). The weighing
used to produce the CCDF is usually done in terms of per-unit
energy for each sector. The CCDF can then be converted into an
extended index that links system reliability with customer
interruption costs. One suitable form is the interrupted energy
assessment rate (IEAR), expressed in $/kWh of unsupplied energy.
The estimation of the IEAR indicates the severity, frequency and
generation of the expected states of the generation model. In order
to compute the IEAR, the expected customer interruption cost
(ECOST) in $/yr must be estimated first, taking into account the
duration of interruption, the value of CCDF and the unserved energy
of each interruption. Then, IEAR can be calculated as follows:

IEAR ¼ ECOST
LOEE

(4)

Sensitivity analyses have shown that in a power system that
consists of conventional generation sources, IEAR is reasonably
stable and does not vary significantly with peak load or other
operating conditions [16]. Such estimation simplifies significantly
the calculation of total cost, as it can be deduced directly from
investment cost and LOEE. The case of SAPS containing only RES can
be fairly different, due to the intermittent nature of renewable
resources as well as due to the fact that each component of the
system is highly modular in the increment of its capacity. The
variation of IEAR in such a system is examined in Section 4.1.

For the investigation of SAPS performance, five reliability
indices have been selected: (1) LOLE, (2) EIU (energy index of
Table 5
Optimal configuration of agricultural system

Case Optimal configuration EIU (%) COE ($/kWh)

Case 1 3 WT, 1 kW PV, 128 bat., 16 kW conv. 0.48 0.393
Case 2 2 WT, 2 kW PV, 132 bat., 16 kW conv. 0.40 0.340
Case 3 3 WT, 12 kW PV, 132 bat., 16 kW conv. 0.49 0.476
unavailability), (3) SMs (system minutes), (4) DOI (duration of
interruption), and (5) ENSI (energy not supplied index). More
specifically, in the investigation of SAPS performance, LOLE is
included as well as two energy indices different from LOEE, due to
the fact that our study contains systems with different peak loads
that have to be compared on equal basis. In order to achieve this,
LOEE is normalized with total energy demand and with load peak
demand to produce the energy index of unavailability (EIU) and
system minutes (SMs), respectively [20]. EIU is calculated using

EIU ¼ LOEE
E

(5)

where E is the total energy demanded, while SM is calculated using

SM ¼ LOEE
Lp

60 (6)

where Lp is the peak load. Moreover, two additional indices have
been calculated [16]: duration of interruption (DOI) and energy not
supplied index (ENSI). DOI is expressed in hours per interruption
(h/int) and has been selected in order to study the effect of long
time interruptions in the evaluation of system’s cost, while ENSI is
expressed in kWh per interruption (kWh/int) and has been selected
in order to study the effect of large amount of interrupted energy in
cost estimation.

This study contains an evaluation of the described probabilistic
indices, aiming to compare their performance in the calculation of
the minimum system cost provided by Eq. (3). The results are
validated through a large number of sensitivity analysis studies that
are based on different maximum annual loads and different mix of
load types.

3. Case studies

For the SAPS study, three types of annual peak load demands
have been considered. In the first type, the user is supposed to be
agricultural with annual peak load demand of 20 kW, while in the
second type the user is considered to be residential with annual peak
load demand of 50 kW. Finally, in the third type the load is supposed
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Fig. 2. Reliability indices performance for Case 1 of agricultural load.
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Fig. 3. Reliability indices performance for Case 2 of agricultural load.

Table 7
Optimal configuration of residential system

Case Optimal configuration EIU (%) COE ($/kWh)

Case 1 7 WT, 15 kW PV, 328 bat., 48 kW conv. 0.00 0.403
Case 2 5 WT, 17 kW PV, 312 bat., 44 kW conv. 0.00 0.349
Case 3 9 WT, 15 kW PV, 384 bat., 48 kW conv. 0.00 0.481
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to be composite that consists of agricultural and residential users.
More specifically, the permanent population is supposed to be
agricultural with annual peak load of 20 kW, while a temporary
population of residential type is considered that is added in the
periods described in Table 3 and has an annual peak load of 30 kW.

For each system configuration, the cost of energy (COE) has been
calculated. The lifetime of the project is considered to be 20 years
with an annual interest rate i of 8%. The rated power of WT is
supposed to be 30 kW with cut-in speed at 4 m/s, rated wind speed
at 8–22 m/s and cut-out speed at 24 m/s [21]. The basic assump-
tions containing minimum increments in each component size,
initial cost, operation and maintenance (O&M) cost and lifetime are
presented in Table 4. The efficiency of the PVs, the inverter, and the
rectifier is 15%, 90%, and 85%, respectively, while no tax reductions
or subsidies are considered.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Variation of IEAR

The variation of IEAR in relation with EIU for the case of
residential systems is presented in Fig. 1. The depicted curves
represent the three cases of Table 1 for the 50 kW residential
system, while a modified version of Case 1 for the 20 kW system
has been considered, in which the customer type is supposed to be
residential (instead of agricultural). Although there is an increasing
trend in each one of the curves, their shape varies significantly for
different operating conditions (50 kW curves), as well as for
different peak loads (Case 1 curves). Similar conclusions can be
Cost of  Energy and Reliability Indices - Case 3
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Fig. 4. Reliability indices performance for Case 3 of agricultural load.
obtained from the study of the remaining load types. As a result,
IEAR does not remain stable for systems containing only RES, and
has to be calculated separately for each configuration.

4.2. Agricultural load

Table 5 shows the configurations with the lowest COE of
a 20 kW agricultural system for the three cases of solar and wind
data of Table 1. As expected, COE has smaller value for Case 2, while
EIU has similar values for all configurations and presents a small
incremental trend as the solar and wind potential is decreased.

Table 6 presents the values of the five reliability indices for the
optimal configuration described in Table 5. Figs. 2–4 show the
variation of LOLE, DOI (multiplied by 20) and ENSI for different
levels of power interruptions, expressed as a function of SM.
Although EIU can be also used as a power interruption index that
gives similar results, SM index is preferred because of its larger
range of values. The vertical dotted line in Figs. 2–4 represents the
point with the lowest COE for each case. From the study of Figs. 2–4,
it is concluded that none of the three fluctuating reliability indices
(LOLE, DOI, and ENSI) can be used as criterion of optimal system
configuration. On the other hand, SM (and consequently EIU)
presents nearly constant values for the three cases at their lowest
COE: 1500 for SM and 0.50% for EIU.

4.3. Residential load

The case of residential customers has the characteristic that the
lowest cost is achieved when no power interruptions exist, so all
reliability indices are equal to 0. As can be seen from Table 7, the
optimum value of COE is slightly increased in comparison to
the corresponding values of agricultural customers. Fig. 5 compares
the increase of COE in relation with SM. It can be deduced from
Fig. 5 that Case 3 has the trend to increase its COE with higher rates,
as the amount of interrupted energy increases.

4.4. Composite load

The optimal configuration of each case for the composite load
scenario is presented in Table 8. The value of COE is significantly
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Table 8
Optimal configuration of composite system

Case Optimal configuration EIU (%) COE ($/kWh)

Case 1 6 WT, 45 kW PV, 160 bat., 40 kW conv. 0.29 0.566
Case 2 5 WT, 36 kW PV, 160 bat., 40 kW conv. 0.20 0.493
Case 3 7 WT, 45 kW PV, 240 bat., 40 kW conv. 0.39 0.679
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larger than the other load scenarios, while the EIU level stands
between them. As a result of the increased summer demand of
electric power caused by the temporary residential population, the
quantity of the PV panels is significantly larger. Table 9 shows the
values of the reliability indices for optimal configuration of each
considered case, while Figs. 6–8 depict the variation of LOLE, DOI
(multiplied by 20) and ENSI. LOLE and DOI present nearly constant
values in each optimal configuration. Nonetheless, in some cases
they present significant fluctuations near this value, so they cannot
be considered as reliable and adequate criteria. On the other hand,
SM and EIU present values that are included in the neighbourhood
of the optimal values of COE: 600 for SM and 0.30% for EIU. Finally,
it has to be noted that all power interruptions that have been
presented in this scenario occurred during the period that
residential population is added.
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4.5. Analysis of results

From the results presented in Sections 4.1–4.4, it is concluded
that the use of the normalized energy reliability indices SM and EIU
can provide an initial and quite accurate assessment of the optimal
configuration in SAPS containing only RES. SM index also presents
another interesting characteristic, as its optimal configuration value
for the composite load can be calculated directly from the corre-
sponding values of the combined load scenarios. More specifically,
in the agricultural scenario the critical value of SM is 1500 and in
the residential scenario is 0. Taking into account that in the
composite scenario all interruptions happen in the high load
periods (where the residential users are present), and during these
periods the ratio of agricultural energy demand is by definition 40%,
the threshold value of SM can be calculated through a linear
function of the combined scenarios’ SM threshold values, as follows
SM ¼ 0:4� 1500þ 0:6� 00SM ¼ 600. In order to generalize
this conclusion, however, a significantly larger number of alterna-
tive scenarios have to be studied.
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4.6. Economic evaluation of COE

In order to achieve a realistic sense of SAPS performance
containing only RES, a cost comparison with other isolated systems
has to be done. Table 10 presents the variation of COE for different
types of Greek isolated island systems. It is concluded that each
scenario of Sections 4.2–4.4 presents much lower COE in compar-
ison with the energy cost in Greek islands (except of the case of
large island), even if the pessimistic values of Case 3 are being used.
Taking into account that the COE of our study can be reduced
significantly due to subsidies or tax reductions, such an SAPS can be
always a very attractive solution for an isolated region.
Table 9
Optimal configuration reliability indices for composite system

Case EIU (%) SM LOLE DOI (h/int) ENSI (kWh/int)

Case 1 0.29 617 55 2.75 25.71
Case 2 0.20 411 35 2.92 28.52
Case 3 0.39 819 59 3.11 35.91

Table 10
Energy cost in Greek islands

Island type (isolated systems) COE ($/kWh)

Lowest COE value (large island) 0.28
Mean COE value 1.64
Highest COE value 6.02
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5. Conclusions

The optimal configuration of small autonomous power systems
containing only renewable energy sources through a reliability
cost and worth analysis is a time consuming task, due to the in-
termittent nature of renewable resources, their variation, and the
high modularity of each part of the system. Such systems also
present extra difficulties compared with conventional systems,
related with the inability of using simple deterministic indices as
reliability criteria, as well as the nonstable value of the interrupted
energy assessment rate for different operating conditions and
different loads. This paper proposes that normalized energy
reliability indices as system minutes and energy index of
unavailability can be used as adequate criteria of system’s optimal
performance. This conclusion has been validated through a large
number of sensitivity analysis studies that are based on different
maximum annual loads and different mix of load types.
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